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We study the discrete energy spectrum of curved graphene sheets in the presence of a
magnetic field. The shifting of the Landau levels is determined for complex and real-
istic geometries of curved graphene sheets. The energy levels follow a similar square
root dependence on the energy quantum number as for rippled and flat graphene sheets.
The Landau levels are shifted towards lower energies proportionally to the average de-
formation and the effect is larger compared to a simple uni-axially rippled geometry.
Furthermore, the resistivity of wrinkled graphene sheets is calculated for different aver-
age space curvatures and shown to obey a linear relation. The study is carried out with
a quantum lattice Boltzmann method, solving the Dirac equation on curved manifolds.
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1. Introduction

The re-discovery of graphene in 2004 has initiated a plethora of research around
this ’wonder’ material.1,2,3,4,5 The characteristic 2D honeycomb carbon atom lat-
tice makes it a perfect flat electronic material which can be stacked and reshaped
resulting in spectacular electronic properties.6,7 As a first approximation graphene
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charge carriers act like mass-less quantum relativistic particles with the character-
istic touching Dirac cones band structure E = vF~k, where E is the energy, vf
the Fermi velocity, and ~ is the Planck constant. The electronic band structure of
graphene is well-described by the tight-binding Hamiltonian and by approximating
the electronic system via a superposition of local wave functions for isolated atoms.8

In reality graphene sheets are not perfectly flat, but instead have out of plane de-
formations mainly in the form of ripples and wrinkles.9 Extending to curved space
can provide a more realistic description of this material.10

It has been recently shown that the quantified electronic energy levels in a mag-
netic field are shifted by curvature effects in strained graphene sheets.11 This work
was restricted to a simple, effectively one-dimensional rippled manifold. In this work
we build on this result and simulate a more complex, diverse and realistic graphene
geometry. More specifically this is to include wrinkles and two dimensional ripples
as seen experimentally Ref. 12.

As analytic solutions of the Dirac equation in complex curved space are difficult
if not impossible to find in this work numerical solutions based on the quantum
lattice Boltzmann (QLB) method13 are obtained. The method is extended to curved
spaces14,15 and related to strained graphene by exploiting the similarities between
the curved Dirac Hamiltonian and the effective Hamiltonian for strained graphene
as done in Ref. 11. This opens up the possibility of exporting the proven advantages
of the curved space lattice Boltzmann methods, such as computational efficiency,
parallelizability and easy handling of complex geometries, to graphene.

In the next section the theories of curved space Dirac equation and strained
graphene are explained. Followed by the method and results, where the Landau
level shifting and the resistivity for the different geometries are presented. The
results are summarized in the final section.

2. Theory of strained graphene

The original Dirac Equation Ref. 16 can be naturally extended to curved space
described by a metric tensor gµν by minimally coupling with a covariant derivative
as

(iγµDµ −m)Ψ = 0, (1)

in natural units such that ~ = c = 1 for ~, Planck’s constant and c, the speed of
light, where µ = 0, 1, 2 for 2D space-time. Ψ = (Ψ+

a ,Ψ
−
a ) = (ψ+

1 , ψ
+
2 , ψ

−
1 , ψ

−
2 ) ∈ C4

denotes the Dirac spinor for particle, hole +,−, and γµ = γαe µα are the generalized
space dependent γ-matrices, where γα ∈ C4×4 are the standard Dirac matrices, e µα
is the tetrad, which relates the flat Minkowski space (α) to the curved space-time
(µ). Here the tetrad is defined by e µα gµνe νβ = ηαβ , where gµν denotes the metric
tensor and ηαβ is the Minkowski metric. Dµ, the covariant spinor derivative defined
by DµΨ = ∂µΨ + ΓµΨ, where Γµ denotes the spin connection matrices given by
Γµ = −i/4ωαβµ σαβ , with σαβ = i/2[γα, γβ ] and ωαβµ = e αν ∇µeνβ .
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To model the single layer carbon atom honeycomb lattice structure we start
from the tight binding Hamiltonian which is constructed assuming superposition of
local wavefunctions for isolated atoms on a honeycomb lattice.8 In the low energy
limit it has been shown that the tight binding Hamiltonian converges to the Dirac
Hamiltonian in the continuum limit,

HD = −ivf
∫

Ψ†γ0γi∂iΨd
2x, (2)

in natural units, where Ψ is in the chiral representation, vf is the Fermi velocity and
τ i are the Pauli matrices. In the context of graphene, the general Dirac spinor is
defined as Ψ = (ΨK

a ,Ψ
K′

a ) = (ψKA , ψ
K
B , ψ

K′

A , ψK
′

B ), for sub-lattices A,B and valleys
K,K ′. The convergence from the tight binding Hamiltonian to Eq. (2) can be seen
as the Dirac cones in graphene with linear dispersion relation at the conduction and
valence band connecting point E = p for E, energy and p, momentum.

The equation of motion from this Hamiltonian is simply the Dirac equation. In
this work, we consider a static space-time metric with trivial time components

gµν =

(
1 0

0 −gij

)
,

where the latin indices run over the spatial dimensions. This simplifies the Dirac
equation Eq. (1) to

∂tΨ + σae ia (∂i + Γi)Ψ = 0− iγ0mΨ, (3)

with σa = γ0γa. After addition of external vector and scalar potentials Ai(x) and
V (x) respectively as explained in Ref. 11, the Dirac equation takes the following
form:

∂tΨ + σae ia (∂i + Γi − iAi)Ψ = −iγ0(m− V )Ψ. (4)

Defining the Dirac current with Jµ = ΨγµΨ, the conservation law for can be written
as ∂tρ+∇iJ i = 0, where ρ = Ψ†Ψ ∈ R and the J i = ΨγiΨ ∈ R.

The standard Dirac Hamiltonian for Eq. (4 equation is

HD = −i
∫

Ψ†σae ia (∂i + Γi − iAi)Ψ
√
gd2x, (5)

For graphene the effective Hamiltonian looks like:10

H∗D = −ivf
∫

Ψ†σa(v∗ia ∂i + Γ∗a − iA∗a)Ψd2x, (6)

where v∗ia = δai + uai− βεai is the space depended Fermi velocity, Γ∗a = 1
2vf

∂jv
∗j
a is

a complex gauge vector field which guarantees the hermiticity of the Hamiltonian
and A∗a is a strain-induced pseudo-vector potential given by A∗a = (A∗x, A

∗
y) =

β
2a (εxx− εyy,−2εxy), β is the material dependent electron Grueneisen parameter, a
the lattice spacing and εi = ui + 1

2∂ih∂jh the general strain tensor with in-plane,
ui and out of plane, h deformations.The term uai in v∗ia can be interpreted as the
deformation potential term and is purely a geometric consequence due to lattice
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Figure 1. Left: wrinkled graphene sheet geometry. Right: Bi-axially rippled graphene sheet geo-
metry

distortion, it does not depend on the material as long as it has the same topology.
Comparing this to the standard Dirac Hamiltonian in curved space 5 we can match
both Hamiltonians HD and H∗D by fulfilling the following relations:

v∗ia = vf
√
ge ia , Γ∗a = vf

√
ge ia Γi, A∗a = vf

√
ge ia Ai. (7)

All three can be simultaneously fulfilled by an effective metric tensor derived from
the explicit expression of the tetrad.11 The effective Dirac model for non-uniformly
strained graphene as explained in Ref 10 does not distinguish between the graphene
valleys K and K’ as it relies on the basic principle that the theory for graphene
under nonuniform strain should describe the particular case of a uniform strain,
where both Dirac points in the Brillouin zone are affected the same way and thus
considered equivalent. The numerical solutions are obtained with the Quantum
Lattice Boltzmann Method as described in Ref. 11.

3. Method and results

3.1. Shifted Landau levels in curved graphene sheets

To investigate curved graphene sheets the computational domain is initialized as a
two-dimensional out of plane rippled surface as shown in the left of Fig. 1. Defining
r = (x, y, h(x, y)), where (x, y) are the plane coordinates an h represents the out of
plane deformations with

h(x, y) = a0 cos

(
2πk0x

l

)η
, (8)

where a0 is the amplitude k0 a measure of the frequency and η ∈ 2Z+ controls the
sharpness of the wrinkles, in this work we use η = 20, see Fig. 1. This implies a
metric tensor

gµν =

(
1 + h2x 0

0 1

)
,

where hx := ∂xh(x, y). A magnetic field B is applied along the the out of plane
perpendicular direction z. In this Landau gauge the vector potential in Cartesian
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coordinates is given by A = (Ax, Ay, Az) = (0, Bx). This corresponds to a magnetic
field ∇×A = (0 0 B)T . Furthermore, defining f(x) = 0.5h2x, the position dependent
Fermi velocity, v∗ the generalized strain tensor, ε∗, the complex vector field Γ∗ and
the pseudo-vector potential A∗ are given by

εij =

(
f(x) 0

0 0

)
, v∗ia =

(
1− f(x) 0

0 1

)
, Γ∗ =

(
− f

′(x)
2 0

)
, A∗a = (0, Bx)

implying according to Eq. (7) that the corresponding effective metric tensor is

gij =

(
1 0

0 (1− f(x))2

)
.

The wave-function is initialized to a zero momentum gaussian wave-packet by

Ψ(t = 0) =
1

2
√

4π


1

0

0

i

 e−
x2

4 =
1

2
√

4π

(
1

λi

)
e−

x2

4 , (9)

in the Dirac spinor basis and the graphene basis respectively,7 where λ = ±1 is the
band index.

To measure the energy levels of the system the wavefunction can be decomposed
into an infinite sum of the energy eigenfuctions Ψn with eigenvalues En. From the
time evolution of the eigen-functions, Ψn(t) = Ψn(0) exp(−iEnt), the time evolution
of the complete Dirac field is given by:

Ψ(t) =
∑
n∈Z

anΨn(t) =
∑
n∈Z

anΨn(0)eiEnt, (10)

where an corresponds to the coefficient of the nth energy eigen-function, which can
be determined by its overlap relative to Ψ(t = 0). The energy levels will correspond
to the Landau levels (En) and can be determined by a standard Fourier transform
of the time evolution of the space dependent spinor:

F [Ψ](E) =

∫
Ψ(t)eiEtdt

=
∑
n∈Z

anΨn(0) ·
∫
ei(E−En)tdt

=
∑
n∈Z

anΨn(0) · 2πδ(E − En)

(11)

For special relativistic fermions and flat graphene sheets the quantized Landau levels
follow the established result:

En = sgn(n)
√

2B|n|, (12)

where n corresponds to the energy quantum number.
This relation is affected by curvature.11 For the wrinkled geometry we consider

a periodic lattice of length lx = 0.2µm, discretized into Lx × Ly = 512 × 128 grid
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points and apply a magnetic field B = 0.01. The wave function is initialized as
in Eq. (9). Figure 2 depicts the energy spectrum for the flat case relative to the
wrinkled geometry as described by Eq. (8). The energy spectrum is obtained from
the time dependence of the wave-function via the Fourier transform, Eq. (11). The
Landau levels are seen as the discrete peaks corresponding to n = 1, 3, 5.... Only
the odd energy states are excited due to the wave-function being symmetric and
no anti-symmetric eigenstates are initialized. The wrinkled graphene Landau levels
are different in width and amplitude relative to the flat graphene implying different
eigenstates.

The relation in Eq. (12), is verified for the flat sheet in the inset of Fig. 2 where
En is plotted against

√
2Bn. Equivalently to the flat sheet the wrinkled graphene

sheet follows the same functional dependence En ≈ sgn(n)
√

2B|n|. The following
relation between the energy eigenvalues and magnetic field is proposed,11

En = ξ(〈f〉)
√

2B|n|, (13)

where ξ(〈f〉) is a deformation dependent parameter where the average deformation
is calculated from

〈f〉 =
1

lx

∫ lx

0

f(x)dx (14)

The result is shown in Fig. 3(a). An identical study is also carried for the bi-axially
rippled graphene sheets parameterized as out of plane deformations by

h(x, y) = a0 cos

(
2πk0x

lx

)
cos

(
2πk0y

ly

)
, (15)

where ly = lx, see Fig. 1 and Fig. 3(b). In conclusion the Landau levels in curved
graphene sheets are given by

En = (1 + ξ0(〈f〉)
√

2B|n|, (16)

where ξ0 = −0.10± 0.004 and ξ0 = −0.78± 0.03 for wrinkled and bi-axialy rippled
graphene respectively. Comparing with the preceding work, Ref. 11, in the case of
uni-axially rippled graphene sheets ξ0 = −0.57± 0.04.

The effect can be understood as an effective magnetic field experienced from the
curved graphene sheets. The total magnetic flux threading the sheet is

Φ =

∫
S

~B · d~S =

∫∫
~B · ~n√gdxdy

= Blxly = BA0,

where lx, ly are the dimensions and A0 the area of the flat sheet. The total magnetic
flux is independent of curvature as only the perpendicular projection between the
magnetic field and surface contributes to the flux. By defining Φ = BA0 = BeffA,
with Beff the effective field and A =

∫∫ √
gdxdy, the true area of the curved sheet,
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Figure 2. Power spectrum of discrete energy levels in the presence of a magnetic field, B=0.01 or
1T in real units, for wrinkled and flat graphene sheet. The energy axis is normalised to the first
energy level E1 which is ∼ 35meV. Inset shows the dependence of the peak position on the square
root of the magnetic field for wrinkled and flat graphene sheets. For flat graphene sheets the slope
is equal to one.

Beff can be computed from

Beff = BA0A−1 = BA0

[ ∫∫ √
1 + h2x dxdy

]−1
= BA0

[
A0 +A0〈f〉+O(h4x ∼ a40)

]−1
= B(1− 〈f〉) +O(a40).

When this is plugged into the energy level law, Eq. (12),

En = sgn(n)
√

2Beff |n| ≈
√

2(1− 〈f〉)B|n| ≈ (1− 0.5〈f〉)
√

2B|n|, (17)

for small deformations. Comparing all three ξ0 ≈ 0.10, 0.57, 0.79, for wrinkled, uni-
axial and bi-axial rippled respectively, it is evident that, in the linear approximation,
the Landau level shifting is around ξ0 ∼ 0.5 depending on the complexity of the
curvature.

For larger deformations it can be expected that the higher order terms become
important enough such that a linear relation would no longer be valid. The current
numerical method is limited, due to stability bounds, to deformations less than
15%. The simulated result lies within the range of experimental validity. For a
magnetic field B ∼ 1T, the energy gap for flat graphene between n = 0 and n = 1,
E1 ∼ 35meV, as seen from Ref. 17, while the shifting of the Landau levels would be
about 13% for 10% deformation (i.e height of ∼ 20nm). This is a significant enough
effect to be observable.
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Figure 3. Generalized relation between average curvature measured by the Ricci scalar and dis-
crete energy levels for wrinkled (a) and bi-axialy rippled (b) graphene sheets. The crosses represent
the data and the lines a linear fit with ξ0 being the slope.

3.2. Resistivity of wrinkled graphene sheet

To investigate the conductivity relation for curved graphene sheets a square and
periodic domain is initialized to Lx × Ly = 128 × 128 with the same initial wave-
function as in Sec. 3.1. Applying an electric field gradient along the x direction,
Ex = E0(x − x0), a parallel current, Jx, develops. The average current after 100
time steps is plotted against the electric field, as seen in Fig. 4(a). The current is
linearly related to the electric field, where the slope of the lines in Fig. 4(a) is the
conductivity. The effect of curvature, i.e. wrinkles in graphene, is to decrease the
conductivity of the graphene sheet, smaller slope, in Fig. 4(a). The resistivity χ can
be calculated as the inverse of the conductivity from the relation Jx = E0/χ. The
resistivity is linearly increasing with curvature according to

χ

χ0
= ζ〈R〉+ c, (18)

where ζ = 0.64± 0.02 and c = 1.01± 0.02, as seen in Fig. 4(b). The space averaged
Ricci scalar 〈R〉:

〈R〉 =

∣∣∣∣(
x∫
R(x)

√
gdx

)
/

x∫
√
gdx

∣∣∣∣, (19)

is used as the measure of curvature.
This result is qualitatively in agreement to experimental investigations, as in

Ref. 12, where the resistivity of the graphene sheet decreases linearly when stretched
into a flat sheet.

4. Conclusions and outlook

Implementing the curved space QLB method we have shown that graphene Landau
levels are shifted in the presence of curvature in strained graphene sheets. We have
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Figure 4. (a) Current, electric field relation for different average curvatures of wrinkled graphene
sheets. The slope of the lines is the conductivity. (b) Resistivity against average curvature for
wrinkled graphene sheets. The crosses represent the data and the solid line a linear fit.

studied the cases of wrinkled and bi-axially rippled graphene. The energy levels
follow a similar square root dependence on the energy quantum number as for
the rippled and flat graphene sheets. The Landau levels in wrinkled and rippled
graphene sheets are given by En = (1 + ξ0(〈f〉)

√
2B|n|, where ξ0 is a geometry

and curvature dependent parameter. The effect is higher for the more complex
geometries and it can be verified experimentally with magnetic fields around 1T.
Additionally, the resistivity of wrinkled graphene sheets is shown to obey a linear
relation with average space curvature, χ = ζ〈R〉.

The curved space QLB method opens up the possibility of exploring relativistic
quantum particles and condensed matter systems on curved surfaces. This solver
can be further developed to include time curvature and interaction terms, opening
up the possibility of numerically solving complex and strongly coupled quantum
field theories for solid state physics and towards combining quantum field theory
with general relativity.
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